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If you want to know if you should build an  selling business, you must read this book now.Do you

know that  can warehouse your goods and handle all of their distribution for you?Ã‚Â This book

walks you through the process of building a business on  Ã¢â‚¬â€œ a business that you can build

almost anywhere in the world, as long as you have access to a computer and the

internet.Ã‚Â HereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s something with the potential to replace your current income and allow

you:The Freedom to work your own hours,To buy goods in one country & have them shipped to

another country,To have  Sell your products without you having to physically touch them.No need to

package your products or ship them yourself.Desire for Financial Freedom and the search for a

better work life balance have driven most of us (including this author) to explore other sources of

income.Read this book to find out if Ã¢â‚¬Å“Fulfilled By  (FBA)Ã¢â‚¬Â• could be a business for

you!
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If you are considering an  business this will be more useful than you can imagine, if you are thinking



about any type of business there is a ton of information that will still be really helpful. It is extremely

detailed taking you from whether it's right for you, your mindset, choosing the product shipping and

follows the process from beginning to end. The author is also honest enough to share his mistakes

that you can learn from. I like the additional stuff about hiring freelancers to help with the process, I

have since used someone form UpWork for another project that I may not have done without the

idea from the book.

So far I find this book enlightening! The advice is straightforward and to the point. One of the more

helpful things about this read is that you can avoid potentially disastrous mistakes that can be very

costly. I know I did! Overall, it's a great informative read.

This is a really great read for those who are just starting out as well as those, like me, who have

been around the block a little as a private labeler. There are always new thoughts and strategies

and this book os chock full of them. I wish I had purchased this BEFORE spending money on other

training - it would have saved me a lot of time, money, and mistakes.

I am already an FBA Seller so I know first-hand what is needed in order to get going, and I believe

this book covers every aspect that a novice would need to know. I have read a lot of books about

FBA, but I have to say this book is the best around at an affordable price. New people to the market

will be able to start their new venture in confidence after reading this and not fall victim to the typical

mistakes a new seller would likely make. Another good aspect of the book is that the author gets the

reader prepared mentally which is very important in this line of business. Getting over that fear of

taking that chance to create a passive income instead of playing it safe and collecting a regular pay

cheque can be overwhelming for some. The book is very practical and is full of all the right

information. Here are some key points;1. The Author does not beat around the bush, he gets

straight to the point.2. There is a lot of useful information in the book, eg. The inspection company

you can use, crucial software that you must have, the problems that you are going to have as a FBA

seller and how to solve the problems and etc.3. Lots of case studies that covers pretty much every

situation that you can encounter, one of the case studies describes my situation perfectly, I was

able to use the case study to solve my current problem, absolutely brilliant!4. The language is easy

to understand which makes the book such a smooth and enjoyable read.I recommend this book to

anyone who wants to become an FBA seller, this is a must read!!!



Extremely informative book weighing up both the pros and cons to starting an  FBA business. Most

"FBA guides" consist of vague, generic information...but where this book truly excels over others is

through the indepth content made available by author. You will be asked to challenge yourself to

see if this business model really is for you, and if you choose that it is....the details provided will help

you breakthrough any unplanned speedbumps on your path to success. Great Value!

I've done FBA selling for a couple years now as a side business and thought I know enough until I

read this book. It is a book for newbie to get his feet wet and it is a book for the experienced to

reference. It is very well written as it covers every detail you'll need to know to enter the new

business journey with confidence. I wish I had this book when I first started, even though it's still not

too late to pull out information that I've been missing.

I found this book to be easy to read, and a good summary of what it might be like to sell things on . I

found it interesting that the author felt compelled to answer WHY you would build a profitable

business, as if that wasn't obvious, but motivations vary. Clear paths are laid out for one to pursue,

but this is not, as I have learned, the complete guide to business on . It represents a starting point, a

good one, for those who are beginning to learn about the experience. Certainly would recommend

this book.

If you are looking at starting your own  business, then this book is what you need! Complete and

direct go the point. All your questions and even future questions you haven't thought of, and the

answer is there!! I highly recommend this book to all that hopes to start their online business. The

'little black book' for selling on !
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